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Recently NIKE Basketball NBA playoffs before the first release of its 2014 series elite team. The series is still its three superstars
Kevin Durant (Kevin & middot; Durant), LeBron James (LeBron & middot; James), Kobe Bryant (Kobe & middot; Bryant) signature
model, and with their club for the color. KD VI Elite version equipped with the whole palm Zoom Air cushion unit; Kobe 9 Elite version
is designed to help extend high praise installed. I think this is not to be missed for fans of shoes!
NEW BALANCE ML574 2013 spring series has finally officially unveiled a few days ago, abandon autumn and winter deep color,
overwhelmed by the new release contains gray-blue, sky blue, burgundy and mustard yellow four kinds of color, vibrant colors jump,
use suede and nylon material made of breathable mesh shoes, plus ENCAP midsole provides bright, very suitable for spring and
summer outfit, like a friend can sign Newbalance.jp purchase, asking & yen; 9, 345 yen (about HK $ 841 ). 
;
Recently, Lomography issue called Montenegro Camera of the film that has a camera assembly silver body, black leather-covered
surfaces overflowing retro charm. Equipped with three removable lens, with good exposure function, to achieve multi-level photo
shoot. In addition, this Montenegro Camera Lomo film can also be used, and can meet the needs of many Lomo and Polaroid
powder pink sense. It is reported that online store brand products are now on the shelves, like a friend might go to buy.
Chinese shoes Network May 8 hearing, as the most popular platform shoes custom, sports brand Nike NIKE iD's continued
commitment to create surprises. Britain announced overwhelmed with all kinds of prints known fashion brand was launched Liberty
latest collaboration planning, selection of its launch in 1978 and 1974 classic Capel and Pepper, and provide Nike Air Max 1, Nike
Blazer Mid / Lo, Nike Dunk Hi and the recent rising popularity of Roshe Run for you to customize the design with a fan.
Air Jordan V "Nightmare on Elm Street" 2013-12-08 22:21:29
The personal customization Air Jordan V design inspired by the image of Freddy Krueger in charred clothing and deformation of the
skin, known as the King of Ghosts of Freddy Krueger, in the Nightmare on Elm Street movies is wearing a wide-brimmed hat, red
green stripe shirt psycho killer. The Freddy Krueger of color and image elements into the Air Jordan V sneakers were to experience
a version of "Nightmare on Elm Street" 
;
Popular contacted Nike Air Stab put gray suede coat to join the trend ranks
2006-10-17 08:35:50 ; Chinese shoes network cnxz.cn ; [source: Chinese shoes network] Print ; Close 

; ; ; by the Staple personally designed the NIke Air Stab '' '' Nordic Pack '' '' appeared in the New York Nort / Recon, shoes full of gray
suede build, comfortable of in another easy to fold, it is the best choice for a congregation Air Max fans. 

Related news
Custom Zaixi Nike Air Force 1 Bespoke Scottie Pippen 2013-12-08 22:38:42 customized version in addition to Bryant Air Force 1,
Layupshot has brought us to this Bulls Pippen inspired Air Force 1 customized version, where the team also uses the star of the
classic color, black and red color symbolizes the Chicago Bulls and the year of the Bulls dynasty, the shoes are embroidered with
Pippen back number and initials, the perfect interpretation of the most Pippen underboss strong personal style.
As this year's main push adidas Originals shoes --ZX, its update speed color dare neglect. Adidas Originals recently announced the
2014 spring ZX700 latest color, this color design, into a large number of spring color taste, through red, blue, black and red, yellow
and black color combination that adds a colorful spring atmosphere , use of the material is made of suede and nylon, with the EVA
bottom cushion, the official price is $ 75, interested friends may wish to pay more attention to yo!
footwear brand CONVERSE Pro Leather shoes for its currently released a new series do not note, named CONS Pro Leather
"Painted Camo". Vamp look with the colored dots painted elephant skin texture crafted, unique camouflage-like pattern play good
visual effects, and then carry on comfort guaranteed Lunarlon midsole shoes. Reportedly, the series has been available at the official
website and select retailers CONVERSE available, priced at $ 120, interested friends may wish to go buy. 
;
Following the first shop in Hong Kong in 2013, the French fashion brand Saint Laurent is currently in Hong Kong opened a second
store, select the address in the city's bustling shopping area, located in Tsim Sha Tsui, Kowloon round square square. Shop interior
very European style, full use of the black and white design and mirror reflective effect, fun to watch. A friend might like to go at a
glance. 
Shop Address: 
Elements 
Shop 2098 
1 Austin Road West 
Tsim Sha Tsui 
Hong Kong
skateboard brand vans Vans OTW's branch recently Mili Stripe bring this new series for its shoes Prelow. On the collection of classic
shoes Pritchard and Ludlow essence of mixed profile that uses lightweight material composition shoes shoe body, and injected as
colorful wave pattern printed on the upper, but also equipped with an outsole made Ultracush HD . The series of shoes there are red,
blue two color, priced at $ 90, equivalent to about 630 yuan, now available online via the Vans shop.
Popular contacting NIKE sneakers "step" wind
2006-12-28 08:51:58 ; Chinese shoes network cnxz.cn ; [Source: China Fashion Brand Network] Print ; Close 

; ; ; NIKE sneakers leadership in functionality already been recognized in the minds of consumers, provides excellent functionality and



protection of the movement of people think of the shape of a diversified won The first sports brand in the title. 

Related news
< br / > ; from the classic nike air huarache extends to huarache nm again recently "radiant Emerald" to a new color appeared.
Production combined with mesh and chloroprene rubber shoe body with purple, green and two tone collision appear, tie-in logo of
two tone rope laces and translucent black ash followed by TPU scaffold, and is located in the large white nm at the end of the. Priced
at $$110, the shoe models have been landed at each of the major Nike designated shops. (Editor: YOYO)
Following the previously announced NIKE's three stars Kevin Durant (Kevin & middot; Durant), LeBron James (LeBron & middot;
James), Kobe Bryant (Kobe & middot; Bryant) team series boots, The NIKE design launched Hero do not note series. As the name
suggests, this time drawn from superhero comic series inspired, using a breakthrough on new color, to create a new vitality. The
series will begin shipping on May 9th, interested friends pay attention to how long follow-up reports PKPOP yo! ;
Raf Simons and adidas announced the latest collaboration shoes Raf Simons x adidas Response Trail Robot "Silver". Designers
with adidas Response Trail Robot modeled departure, use of pure silver as the main colors, the details are injected into red and blue
lace buckle to be decorated, highlighting the avant-garde fashion aesthetic. It is reported that this cooperation now signed Packer
Shoes and other footwear retailers specified, and interested friends please pay close attention. 
;
Beams X Pro-Keds Royal-Lo & quot; Sand & quot; 2013-12-08 22:21:14
; collaboration between Beams with Pro-Keds has almost become a law of the same, the two brands is the recently re-launched a
special cooperation planning. In trademark Royal-Lo shoes based, together with a special sand-colored uppers, and named "Sand",
in a limited fashion outlets. It is reported that the shoes will be in the middle of this month in Japan Beams shop and online store on
sale, like a friend will not miss.
; ; ; ; [Chinese shoes Network - Brand News] March 8, 800 Shanghai women build an experience fitness, demonstrate self-
confidence, dynamism. 

On that day, "Nike NTC vitality" activities visit Shanghai, promote the integration of ballet, jazz dance, yoga and other fitness classes
and innovative fashion elements. (Chinese shoes Network - the most authoritative and most professional shoe News Media Partner:
shoes famous network of global fashion network ; shoe.)
Jordan Brand shoes on sale September inventory 2013-12-08 22:20:32
Before we introduce over the Raptors color of AirJordan 7 Retro and Bordeaux color of the Air Jordan 1 sale of relevant information
coming in September, while the Jordan Brand shoes which will be in September and we meet? I believe the following list of this sale
will make your harvest in September, and now we give you bring Jordan Brand shoes on sale September inventory. For more
information, please pay close attention to us.
Network spy adidas Rose 3.0 low exposure 2013-12-08 22:34:59 adidas Rose 3.0 craze has not yet dispersed, a few days ago, the
network is exposed this adidas Rose 3.0 low spy, spy photos, we can see, adidas Rose 3.0 low can say just to reduce the upper and
enhance the flexibility of the shoes, the rest did not have any changes on the tongue significance of "rose" is preserved, there is no
this pair of shoes Any listing of information, but is expected in the spring of next year to meet with you.
Sports players Adistar Racer adidas Originals release new color
2012-07-23 09:26:40 ; Chinese shoes network cnxz.cn ; [source:? Size] Print ; Close 

Chinese shoes network July 23 hearing, improved self-ZX series of Adidas Originals Adistar Racer, with light, self and other
characteristics has been highly adidas Originals fans of all ages, retro contour lines more to make this classic series with daily styling
can costume sex. 

1 2 ; 

Related news
SB also play Cool Grey -Nike SB Omar Salazar LR 2013-12-08 22:31:10 cool gray color of the Air Jordan 5, Air Jordan 11 have



achieved had good sales, understated elegance of color is indeed a wild style. Nike SB has recently launched a Omar Salazar LR
cool gray color, suede and canvas uppers blend, equipped with Lunarlon, it is definitely worth a pair of new work shoes fans attention.
The Nike SB Omar Salazar LR major Nike Sportswear will be available in October, interested friends can look at.
Super Joint Stussy New York x Converse Pro Leather 2013-12-08 22:19:50
Stussy New York store team this exposure mysterious Stussy New York x Converse Pro Leather joint new work, this double Converse
Pro Leather has a very high-profile design look, the whole body of the shoe with corduroy 'tannin' cotton cloth pattern 'checkered cloth,
etc. stitching material constituting the other with words Stussy New York graffiti on the heel embossed leather detail, showing
addictive crazy design new look.
The new face of Nike Air Max 95+ BB Flywire 2013-12-08 22:18:07
Flywire fly line that is more likely to be later applied to the various types of shoes, this Air Max 95 is equipped with Flywire. First, from
the appearance there is no small change, it can be said to be fundamentally changed. As a classic running shoes Air Max 95 Owner
full charge of air and constant gradient uppers, based on this new technology and design also allows us more looking forward to what
2013 will bring us surprises.
air jordan Future (Jordan woven shoes) this shoe has been in the fire this year to no longer fire. With comfortable autumn
approaching, this fan Jordan Brand redouble their efforts to bring the Air Jordan Future new color design Dark Grey-Volt color.
Simple and stylish shoes are composed of nylon mesh, fluorescent green translucent outsole be eye-catching embellishment. This
time the shoe is on sale at its designated store, which sells for? 132 euros, interested friends may pay more attention.
In the new year, puma will work with Tokyo tide shop atmos, female Japanese street brand jouetie, launched a series of tripartite joint
shoes. In order to cater to the vitality of the Chinese New Year, this time using the Disc Blaze shoes leopard pattern throughout the
upper, plus bright yellow and purple, bright eye-catching. And another Slipstream places all white color show people, LOGO zebra
lines to be dotted, always bright spots. Early in the new year, we can definitely start a right yo.
NIKE for this year's NFL XLVIII Super Bowl once again to build a noteworthy Air Trainer 1. "Pro Bowl & quot; topic stunning as this
double Air Trainer 1." Pro Bowl & quot; white leather face coffin from the overall design, the shoe body and inside Shangzhui has
amazing big red flower pattern, the outer end to end transparent ice composition, as people absolutely lovely. This double Air Trainer
1 "Pro Bowl & quot; will be officially sales in January 25, ladies shoes fans please wait and see 
.
When it comes to street fashion shoes, I would like to be dominated by China village century fashion brand visvim of FBT series is
definitely unbeaten century, the classic of classics. The fan will be announced this overseas visvim defined FBT SHAMAN-FOLK
boots, classic FBT shoes, using the British cowhide suede material to build shoes, hand-car line, of course, toe signature style
national wind element, and tassel design at its upper. With white classic Vibram outsole, create another classic.
Following the previously released in collaboration with PUMA Disc 89 shoes, Tokyo shop BILLY's trend once again with the release
of the latest New Banlance works. The total is well known, New banlance CM1600 is retro running shoes, then overwhelmed with a
variety of colors in the classic shoes, based on the technology to be ABZORB cushioning soles, comfort has no doubt guarantee. It is
reported that the shoes have been added to the sale, priced at 161 dollars, how can New Banlance fans missed.
Air Jordan 13 blue fluorescent colors of the new squadron Spy Shots 2013-12-08 22:22:24
Remember 2013 there will be a lot of Air Jordan 13 on sale it? In addition to the panda and black and red color, including a new color
of the spy photos earlier exposure. The combination of blue and fluorescent green squadron of the new Air Jordan 13 release date
temporarily unclear, not sure this one is not on sale in February, but it is certain that this color will certainly appear on the shelves in
2013.
Sports players Nike 2012 �� new Pinnacle Series shoes
2012-07-18 10:18:13 ; Chinese shoes network cnxz.cn ; [Source: kidulty] Print ; Close 

Chinese shoes network July 18 hearing, for girls, always complain that more girls than boys shoes too much, too much color, and
even many shoes are designed for the boys and design, today you girls do not bother angry, seize the experience the new Nike 2012
�� Pinnacle Series. 
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